Welcome

Song-Good Morning

Good morning, good morning,
How are you? How are you?
Very well, I thank you,
Very well, I thank you,
How about you? How about you?
Buenos días, Buenos días,
¿Cómo estás? ¿cómo estás?
Muy bien, gracias,
Muy bien, gracias,
¿Y usted? ¿y usted?

Song- Rock and Roll Freeze Dance
by Hap Palmer

Book-Swim, Swim Sink by Jenn Harney

Song-Five Little Ducks

5 little ducks went out to play (hold up 5 fingers)
Over the hills and far away (arc hand up and over- shade eyes)
Mother duck called “quack, quack, quack” (clap hands)
And 4 little ducks came waddling back (hold up 4 fingers)

repeat counting down until...
1 little duck went out one day (hold up 1 finger)
Over the hills and far away, (arc hand up and over- shade eyes)
Mother duck called “quack, quack, quack” (clap hands)
but no little ducks came waddling back

Mother duck went out one day,
over the hills and far away (arc hand up and over- shade eyes)
Mother duck called “quack, quack, quack” (clap hands)
and 5 little ducks came waddling back! (hold up 5 fingers)

Scarf Song-Popcorn Kernels

Tune- Where is Thumbkin?

Tops and bottoms, tops and bottoms,
In between, in between.
Scrub them all together,
Scrub them all together,
Now they’re clean,
Squeaky clean!

Tune- Frere Jacques

Popcorn kernels, popcorn kernels in the pot, in the pot
Shake them, shake them, shake them,
shake them, shake them, shake them ’til they POP, ’til they POP
(Toss scarves up into the air)

Song- Tiny Tim

I had a little turtle his name is Tiny Tim I put
him in the bathtub to see if he could swim.
He drank up all the water he ate up all the soap and now he is home sick in bed with
bubbles in his throat!
Bubble, bubble, bubble, bubble, bubble,
POP!
Bubble, bubble, bubble, bubble,
bubble, POP!

Goodbye Song –Goodbye Friends

Goodbye, friends (x3) It’s time to say goodbye.